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A method is developed to obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of 
PUA-representations of a group with a subgroup of index two from the factor systems 
of this subgroup. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a group which has a subgroup H of index two. A projective unitary-anti- 
unitary (PUA-) representation of G is a mapping D from G into the operators on some 
Hilbert space 3’ such that 
(i) the operator D(g) is unitary if g E H and antiunitary if g # H, 
(ii) D(g)D(g’) = a(g, g’)D(gg’) Vg, g’ E G for some mapping 
O: GxG-r U(1). 
It is customary to choose D(e) = I, where e is the identity of G and I is the identity 
operator on YE. Then u satisfies 
and 
a(g, 4 = +,g) = 1 Vg E G (1.1) 
o(g19 a> 4gl g; 9 83) = a, 2 g2d o”% 7 g3) ‘@l>gz,a EG, (1.2) 
where A8 is defined by 
( 
il 
Ig = 
if gEH, 
A* if g#H, 
the asterisk denoting complex conjugation. 
A mapping C: G x G + U(1) which satisfies (1 .l) and (1.2) is called a factor system 
of G with respect to H. In the following, a factor system of G shall always mean a factor 
system of G with respect to H. If D is a PUA-representation with factor system CT and 
c is a mapping from G into U(1) with c(e) = 1, then D’(g) = c(g)D(g) is a PUA-rep- 
resentation of G with factor system 
u’k, 9 gd = 4g1)wh) u(gl gz) 
ck,gd ’ . (1.3) 
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Two factor systems CJ and C? are called equivalent if a mapping c: G + 1/(l) with 
c(e) = 1 exists such that (1.3) holds. Factor systems of H are defined in an analogous 
way, the only difference being the absence of the complex conjugation in (1.2) and (1.3). 
The theory of PUA-representations and its use in physics is described by Murthy [6], 
Parthasarathy [7], Janssen [4], and Shaw and Lever [9], [IO]. Factor systems of PU- 
representations are studied quite extensively [I], [2], [5], [8]. This however is not the case 
for factor systems of PUA-representations. 
lt is the aim of this paper to determine a complete set of inequivalent factor systems 
of G when the factor systems of H are known. This problem has already been attacked 
by Bradley and Wallis [3], but they have not obtained the general solution. 
Janssen [4] has given a method to obtain the factor systems of G in the case where 
G is finite, without using the factor systems of the subgroup. 
In Section 2 we reduce the problem; the results obtained here are in fact a gcneralis- 
ation of the results of Bradley and Wallis [3]. 
Section 3 deals with the problem whether or not a given factor system of H can be 
extended to a factor system of G. In Section 4 the problem is solved; the results arc sum 
marized in Section 5 and in Section 6 some examples arc given. 
2. Reduction of the problem 
First we choose an element a, from G\N which remains fixed in the sequel. We can 
write all elements of G\H as a,h or h’a, for some f?, h’ E H. Suppose CT is a factor 
system of G. 
The restriction crH of o to Hx H is then a factor system of H. If (TV is a factor system 
of H, we may ask whether or not there exists a factor system r~ of G such that its restric- 
tion to Hx H is CJ~,. If such G exists, it is called an estension of CT,, 
LEMMA 1. An extensiotl of a factor system 0 H of H to a jactor system (T of G is com- 
pletely determined by the elements ~(a,, a,), a(/?, a,), and a(a,, fz) for all h E H. 
Proof: The following relations follow immediately from (1.2): 
o(h, fz’a,) = 
cr(f1) fz’) Cr(flfZ’, ao) 
o(h’, a~) ’ 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
a(f7, a, a,,> a(~, ad +zo ao, h’) 
a(fza,, a, h’) = -.-.-- 
a(h, a,) o*(a,, h’) 
(2.3) 
This proves the lemma. 
If these relations are substituted in (1.2), we obtain the following three equations 
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for a(aO, 4, a(~,, h) and dh, 4: 
a(h, a,h’u~‘)a(hu,h’u,‘, a,)a(u,, a~‘hu,h’h”)a*(u,‘hu,h’, h”)a(a,h’h”u,‘, uJ’T(a,, h’) 
= o(h) uJz’h”u~‘) a(hu,h’h”a;‘, a,) a(uo, h’K’> o*(h’, A”) U(U,h’U~‘, ao) o(ao, u,‘hu,12’) 
Vh, h’, h” E H, (2.4) 
CT&,, hh’)a*(h, h’) u(u,hh’u,‘, a,uO)u(u,hh’u 0, u,‘h”u,) u(u,,hu,‘, u,)u*(u,, u,‘h’h”u,) x 
x u* (h”, a,,) = u(u,, ha, I, a, a,) u(uO ha,, &h’h”u,) u*(h’, h”) x 
x u*(/z’h”, u,)u(uO, h)u(u,hh’u,‘, u,)u*(u,, u,‘h”uJ Vh, h’, h” E H, (2.5) 
a@, a, ao) +o, a01 4hao QO 2 h’) u(hu, a, h’, a, h”u,‘) u(huo a, h’uo h”u, I, a,) x 
x ~(a,, uo,‘huO)u*(uOh’&, uo)u(uo, h”) 
= ~(a,, u,‘hu,u,h’u,h”)u*(u,‘hu,, u,h’u,h”)u*(u,, u,)u*(u,h’u,‘, u,u,) x 
x u*(uoh’uO, h”)u(h, uo)u*(uo, h’)a(uoh”uol, uo) Vh, h’, h” E H. (2.6) 
LEMMA 2. The equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) are equivalent to the following three 
equations :
u*(h) uo)u*(uo, u,‘hh’uo) u(u,‘hu,, u,‘h’u,)u*(h’, u,)u(u,, u,‘hu,) x 
x u(hh’, uo) u(h, h’) u(uo, a, ‘h’uo) = 1 Vh, h’ E H, (2.7) 
u*(u,hu,‘, uouo)u(uouO, u,‘hu,)u*(u,, h)u(u,, u,‘huo) x 
x u(u,hu,‘, u,)u*(h, a,) = 1 VhEH, (2.8) 
u(uo 7 a,> da0 2 a,) Go a0 > ao> o*cuo 7 a0 Qo> = 1’ (2.9) 
The proof of this lemma is lengthy but straightforward, and is therefore omitted. 
Note that for each solution u(h, a,) and ~(a,, h) of (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain two 
values of ~(a,, a,) from (2.9). 
We have thus proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. All extensions of a given' factor system u of H to factor systems of G 
are obtained from the solutions u(h, uo) and ~(a,, h) of equations (2.7) and (2.8). 
For each solution of (2.7) and (2.8) there are two extensions which are given by the 
equations (2.9), (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). 
To obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor system of G it is only necessary to 
consider extensions of inequivalent factor systems of H. This follows from the next lemma: 
LEMMA 3. Let uH and u;I be two equivalent factor systems of H, and let u be an ex- 
tension of Us. Then u;i has an extension u’ which is equivalent to u. 
Proof: Since uH and aA are equivalent, there is a mapping c: H + U(1) with c(e) = I 
such that 
&hi, h,) = c(h) c(h) 
c(h, h,) 
udhl, hz). 
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Let c,, be a mapping cO: G + U(1) with c,(h) = c(h) and cO(aOh) arbitrary. 
Define (r’ by 
Then U’ is a factor system of G, 0’ is equivalent to @ and g’ is an extension of o;l. This 
proves the lemma. 
On the other hand, inequivalent factor systems of H have inequivalent extensions. So 
in order to obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G we have to find all 
inequivalent extensions of one representative of each class of equivalent factor systems 
of H. 
3. The existence of extensions 
We now have to solve the equations (2.7) and (2.8). 
Suppose that 0 is a factor system of G; then 0 satisfies (2.7) and (2.8). If @’ is defined by 
a’k1 f gz> =Ckl> cg1k2) a(gl g2) 
c(g,gJ ’ 
for some mapping c: G + U(1) with c(e) = 1, then (T’ of course also satisfies (2.7) and 
(2.8). We shall now choose the mapping c in such a way that these equations take the 
simplest possible form. Let c obey 
c(aJ2) = c*(h)+,, 12). (3.1) 
Then 
a’@,, h) = 1) (3.2) 
and it remains to choose the restriction of c to H. 
Next we define an equivalence relation in H: 11 and h’ are called equivalent if there 
is an IZ E 2 such that a”,ha;” = h’. This equivalence relation divides H into classes. Let 
the class which contains h be denoted by h”. If i contains p elements, then i = {a~ha,“I 
n = 0, 1, . . . ,p-1) and h = aghaGP. If the number of elements of h” is infinite, then 
h” = {&hag”1 n E Z}. 
Let i be a class with an infinite number of elements. Choose c(h) = 1 and define c 
on A by the relation 
c(a;ha,“)o(a;ha,“, a,J = c*(a”,-‘ha,‘“-“)o(ao, a;-‘ha,‘“-“). (3.3) 
Then we have 
n’(h’, ao) = 1 Vh’ E h”. 
Suppose now that h” is a class with p elements and p it odd. 
Express c(a;fha;“) for M = 1, . . . , p- 1 in terms of c(h) with (3.3). Then choose c(h) 
such that (3.3) holds for n = p. This choice is possible since p is odd. 
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Then again we have 
a’(/?‘, ao) = 1 Vh’ E /%. 
Finally consider the case where h” is a class with p elements and p is even. Choose 
c(h) = 1 and define c on h” by means of (3.3). Then o’(h’, aO) = 1 for all h’ E 6 with 
h’ # h. Further, 
a’(h, uo) = 
cr(q,, a; ha,“) a&,, a”,-‘ha,‘“-” 
a(u”o+‘ha;-‘, ao) (3.4) 
n even n ewn 
Because (T satisfies (2.8) this can be written as 
P--2 
o’(h, uo) = n [a*(u”o+‘hu$“+“, uouo)o(uouo, a”,-‘hue’“-“)I. 
II=0 
R even 
(3.5) 
It can easily be checked that the right-hand side of (3.5) is the same for equivalent factor 
systems of H. 
Let Ho be a set of elements of H which contains exactly one element from each class 
with an even number of elements and none from the remaining classes. Define the map- 
ping DO: H + U(1) by 
P-2 
D,(h) = 
I 
11 [a*(~+lha~~n+l~,uouo)o(uouo, u~--lhu$“-l))] if h E Ho, 
,a=,,“, 
1 1 if h$H,. 
Then the criterion for the existence of extensions, derived above, reads: 
THEOREM 2. Let a be a factor system of H. CT can be extended to a factor system of 
G if ;hnd only if there is a factor system of of H which is equivalelzt to CT and obeys 
o’(h) h’) o’(a;‘hao, a;‘h’uo) = D,(h) D,(h’) D,*(hh’) (3.6) 
and 
o’*(uohaol, aouo)a’(uoao, ao’huo) = D$(u,ha;‘)D,(h). (3.7) 
Moreover, we have constructed one extension explicitly: 
THEOREM 3. If a is a factor system of H which satisfies (3.6) and (3.7), their a sol- 
ution of (2.7) and (2.8) is given by 
a(ao, h) = 1 atid a(h, a,) = D,(h). 
4. Determination of the inequivalent factor systems of G 
The last step for the construction of a complete set of inequivalent factor systems 
of G is the construction of a complete set of inequivalent extensions of a factor system 
of H when one extension is known. 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose a and a’ are extensions of a factor system aH of H. Then a’ is 
.equivalent to an extension a” of aH, with a”(aO, h) = a(a,, , h). 
Proof. Define a” by 
a”kly b4 = 
Ckl> cg’k2) 
Ckl ‘d a’@, , gz> 
with 
c(h) = 1 Vh E H and 
a’@, , h) c(aOh) = _____~~. 
ab, II> 
Then a” is an extension of aH, a” is equivalent to a’ and 
a,~(aO h) _ c(ao)c*(h) 
2 
4k /I> 
a’&, , h) = a(a,,h). n 
Let R(H) be the set of all unitary one-dimensional representations d of H with the prop- 
erty 
A(h) = A(a,ha;‘) Vh E H. 
THEOREM 4. If a is a factor system of G, then all factar system a’ of G with aH = aiI 
and a’(a,, h) = a(a,,, h) are given by a’(/?, a,) = A(h) a(h, a,) with A E R(H) and further 
by equations (2.9), (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). 
The proof of this theorem follows directly from equations (2.7) and (2.8). If one 
extension of a factor system of His known, we obtain from Theorem 4 a set of extensions 
which contains a complete set of inequivalent ones according to Lemma 4. The only 
thing we still need is a criterion to decide when two extensions of this set are equivalent. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that a and a’ are factor s?etems of G with 
an = aH, a@,, h) = a’(a,, h) and a’(h) a,) = A(h) a(h, a,) 
where A E R(H). Then a and a’ are equivalent if and onl_v if there exists a unitary one- 
dimensional representation A, of H with the properties 
AO(ha;‘ha,) = A(h) Vh E H and 
a’(a0,ad Aj(aOaO) = ~~~~. 
ah, 63) 
Proof: Suppose there exists a unitary one-dimensional representation A, of H with 
the above-mentioned properties. Define the mapping c: G -+ U(1) by c(h) = A,(h) and 
c(a,h) = A*(h). Let g” be the factor system of G defined by 
a”(gI, gJ = ?%?&?&A_ a(g, g2), 
4g1 gz> 
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Then we have 
a”(hl ) h,) = 
e(h,)c(M 
4lh2) 
4h,h2) = dOfy;(;2) a(h1,h2) = o(h1,It,) = d(hl,h2), 
0 12 
u”(U,, h) = 
Go) c*w 
duo h) 
duo 3 h) = duo, h) = u’(ao, h), 
c(h) @o) 
u”(h ) uo) = ~___ 
c@ao) 
u(h, ao> = ~o(hMo(~o’h~o)4h, ao> 
and 
= d(h)a(h, a,) = o’(h, a,), 
u”(U,, a,) = 
c@o) c*(ao) 
C@o~o) 
&o, a,) = 4+0~0)4~0, a01 = u’bo, ao). 
Thus, 0” and (T’ are identical. 
This proves the equivalence of u and (T’. 
Now suppose u and u’ are equivalent. Then there exists a mapping c: G + U(1) 
with c(e) = 1 and 
U’kl 9 g2) = 
Ckl)~'kZ) u(gl g2) 
dg1g2) ’ . 
Define the mapping do: H + U(1) by d,(h) = c(h). From u’(hl, h,) = u(h,, h,) follows 
dO(hl)AO(h2) = d,(h, h2), so A, is a unitary one-dimensional representation of H. 
From u’(uo, h) = u(uo, h) follows c(uo)c*(h) = c(a,h). Now 
do(hu~lhuo) = ~o(h)do(a~‘huo) = c(h)c(u,lhuo) 
= c(h)c(uo)c*(huo) = ---__ ;;;‘f;j) = d(h). 
, 
Finally, 
1 
d$(a,a,) = -.-- = @o)c*(ao) u’(ao 3 ao) -_= 
c(ao 00) da0 a,) 470 3 ao) * 
This proves the theorem. 
5. Summary of results 
The factor systems of G are constructed from the factor systems of H in the following 
way : 
Take from each equivalence class of factor systems of H one element u. Find the map- 
ping D,: H --+ U(1) as indicated in Section 3. If there is a factor system u’ of H which 
is equivalent to u and has the properties (3.6) and (3.7), then extensions do exist and 
one of them is given in Theorem 3. 
With Theorems 4 and 5 a complete set of inequivalent extensions is obtained. All 
these sets together form a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G. 
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6. Examples 
In this section we will illustrate our method with two examples. 
As a first example consider the case where 
G = D4 = {e, a, a2, a3, /I, a/?, a2/?, a”/?} and H = {e, a’, 8, a’@) = D, 
with a4 = fi’ = (a/?)’ = e. H has two inequivalent factor systems, the trivial factor 
system and the factor system given by 
TABLE 1 
e ci2 b a’p 
~. --- ~___ 
e 1 1 1 1 
ct* 1 1 i -i 
j3 1 -i 1 i 
X’B 1 i -i 1 
(See e.g. Parthasarathy [7], Lemma 5.3.) 
H has 4 unitary one-dimensional representations, given 
TABLE II 
’ e a2 B az/l 
D1 1 1 1 1 
02 1 -1 1 -1 
03 1 1 -1 -I 
& 1 -1 -1 1 
by 
First we shall look for the extensions of the trivial factor system. 
Let a play the role of a,. The set R(H) consists of the elements D, and D3. Therefore 
we have a set of 4 extensions of the trivial factor system, given by 
aI(a,h) = 1, o,(h, a) = 1, c,(a, a) = 1, 
o,(a,h) = 1, a,@, a) = 1, 02(a, a) = - 1, 
oda,h) = 1, odh, Co = &W, 03(a, a) = 1, 
c44(a, A) = 1, a4@, a) = D&), clq(a, a) = - 1; 
Gi and cj are equivalent if and only if there is a Dk with 
Dk(ha-‘/la) = .*&!L Vh E ff 
aj(h, a> 
and D;(a2) = ?!!’ ‘) 
Oj(Ui ’ 
or equivalently, 
From this it follows that there are two inequivalent extensions of the trivial factor system, 
01 and 0,; c3 is equivalent to c2 and 0, is equivalent to (T,. 
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Now let us look for the extensions of the factor system u given by Table I. 
The set HO consists of one element of the class {a2/?, 8). 
Let us choose HO = (p}. Then the mapping D,: H + U(1) is given by 
D,(e) = Do(a2) = Do(a2~) = 1 and D&?) = - 1. 
Equation (3.7) holds for the factor system c but equation (3.6) does not. Because in 
our case (3.7) holds for equivalent factor systems as well, we have to find an equivalent 
factor system u’ for which (3.6) holds. As can be seen by a straightforward calculation 
such a (T’ is given by 
TABLE III 
._m_l_’ a2 B a2B 
e 1 1 1 1 
a2 1 -1 -1 1 
p 1 1 1 1 
a”B 1 -1 -1 1 
This U’ again gives a set of 4 extensions: 
o;(a, h) = 1, ai@, a) = D,(h), a;(a, a) = 1, 
u;(a,h) = 1, ul(h, a) = Do@), &(a, a) = -1, 
aj(a, It) = I, c;(/z, u) = D,(h)D,(h), uj(a, a) = 1, 
ai(a,h) = 1, a,#r, a) = D,(h)D,(h), cd(a, a) = -1. 
Again there are two inequivalent extensions, a; and al.. So a complete set of inequivalent 
factor systems of D., with respect to D2 is given by the four factor systems ‘Ji, 02, 0; 
and 04. 
This is in agreement with the result of Janssen [4]. 
Finally, we will consider an example with infinite groups. Let G be the covering group 
of the extended Poincare group: 
G = [R4 6 SL(2, C)] @ F 
where @ denotes the semi-direct product and F is the group of order 4 which is generated 
by S and T, the reflection of space and time, respectively. (For more details see, e.g. 
Parthasarathy [7].) 
Take H = [R4 @ SL(2, C)] @ Fs where Fs is the group of order 2 generated by S. 
Elements of H will be denoted by (a, e) and (a, S); elements of G\H by (a, T) and 
(a, ST) where a belongs to R4 @ SL(2, C). 
Since all factor systems of H are equivalent, we only have to consider extensions of 
the trivial factor system. There are two unitary one-dimensional representations of H, 
d, and A,, given by 
-/l,(u,e) = d,(u, S) = 1, d,(u,e) = 1 and d,(u,S) = -1. 
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Let the role of a,, be played by .(e, T). Then from Theorem 4 we obtain a set of 4 ex- 
tensions : 
Ql((e, T),h) = 1, Q1 (12, (e, U) = .4 1 (II), gI ((e, T), (e, T)) = I , 
a,(@, T),h) = 1, o,(h, (e, 0) = n,(h), b2 ((e, U, (e, r>) = - 1, 
G(@, nh) = 1, c.3(h, (e, T)) = d&7), a3((e, V, (e, U) = 1, 
a(@, U,h) = 1, Q4(h, (e, T)) = l,12V7), g*((e, V,(e, 73) = -1. 
where h is an element of H. From Theorem 5 it is easily seen that these four extensions 
are inequivalent. This result is the same as in Parthasarathy [7]. 
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